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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we study functors close to reflectors and we consider the question in which cases they 

preserve products. It turns out that this is often the case when some kind of algebraic structure is 

involved. Our interest in this problem was stimulated by the fact that we did not understand the 

proof in [Ho] that products of topological groups are preserved by the Bohr compactification functor 

(it is all right if all groups involved are abelian). The proof in [Ho] doesn't use almost periodic func

tions, while all other papers dealing with this question known to us are based on the theory of those 

functions. Our approach is directly based on the categorical properties involved and we believe that 

it is essentially simpler; in addition, it applies to many other situations. 
Let F :% ~% be a covariant functor between categories % and % (for categorical notions we 

refer to [ HS]) and assume that for a set { X;} of objects in % both the products IIX; in % and IIFX; 

in % exist. Then there is a canonical morphism JL{x,} :F(IIXi)~IIFXi (shortly: µ), defined uniquely 

by the condition that the following diagram commutes for every j 

F(IIX;) ______ JL _____ _ IIFX; 

~~ 
FJ0 

(here pr means: projection). Ifµ is an isomorphism in% then we shall say that "F preserves the pro

duct of {X;}" or "F commutes with the product of {Xj}. There are many examples where F always 

preserves products, e.g. if Fis a right adjoint, or if Fis a covariant Hom-functor, or if Fis a product 

functor. As we are more interested in reflectors, these results are of little use for us (see however the 

beginning of Section 2). We shall consider a situation which always occurs of Fis a reflector, but 

which is mt'.>re general: we shall assume that % = % = ::J(, so that F is an endofunctor of K, and we 

shall assume that there is a natural transformation 71: l:ic~F. In that case one has the equality 
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µ(X,} <>rJrrx; = Il'llx, (1) 

which follow~ from the following commutative diagram: 

~ 

ITX; 
'llrrx; 

FITX; 

~ / 
Fprx prX; ITFX; I 

~ xj 
'llX; 

F~ 

In the sequel we shall sometimes say that such an F is "close to a reflector". Let us now summarize 
several relevant known results from various structures. 

~ 
ExAMPLES. 1. In the category of topological spaces one of the most studied reflections is the Cech-
Stone compactification. It is known [ G] that for completely regular spaces µ is a homeomorphism if 
and only if IIX; is pseudocompact (granted some non-triviality condition). A similar assertion is true 
for zero-dimensional spaces and the Banaschewski compactification ([Hu2],[Br]). The problem when 
the Hewitt real compactification v preserves products is still open. For partial results see e.g. 
[C],[Hui] and [Oh], where one can find other references. In any case, the property v(XX Y)=vXXvY 
is not a topological property of the space XX Y (see [Hui]). In the positive results for v (and, simi
larly, in results for the topological completion; see [Pu]), local compactness plays an important role. 
This is not by accident: locally compact spaces are .so-called exponential objects (i.e. - X X has a 
right adjoint) and in [Sch] for such objects X situations are characterized where F(XX Y)=FXXFY ( 
one can find in [Sch] other references to similar results, e.g. by B. Day and 0. Wyler). 

2. In the previous example the failure ofµ to be an isomorphism (or even an injection) in general is 
basically due to the fact that a dense embedding of a space X into a space of the form FY is not 
uniquely determined by X. But this is really the case for completions of structures with uniformly 
continuous mappings as in Metr, Unif, Top Vs, Norm: completions are unique, hence the completion 
functor preserves all products. 

3. An interesting example is Herrlich's wild reflection of Top into the full subcategory generated by 
{C"I rca cardinal number}, where C is a strongly rigid Hausdorff space, e.g. Cook's continuum (see 
[H]). Here the reflector preserves a product rrx; iff every continuous mapping rrx;~c depends on at 
most one coordinate. 

4. The previous examples dealt with embeddings. Another type of reflections are those where the 
units are just bijections or surjections. Example 2 in Section 2 below shows that the T0 -modification 
in Top preserves finite products; as is indicated there, the T 1 -, T 2 - and T 3 -modifications do not 
preserve finite products. For the T3_!_-modification F of (not necessarily Ti-) topological spaces prob-
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ably the strongest results are in[/]: if X is completely regular then F(XX Y)=XXFY for every regu
lar space Y iff X locally compact (cf. also the final remark in Example 1 above). In Unif, the precom
pact modification functor Fis an example of a reflector where the units are not embeddings. It com
mutes with the product of { x;} if at most one of the spaces X; is not precompact; moreover, for any 
space X,F(XXX)=FXXFX iff X is precompact (see [l']). 
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5. Let :JC be the category of partially ordered sets and monotone mappings which are either sup
preserving or inf-preserving or sup-inf-preserving. Then the reflection of :JC into the full subcategory of 
complete partially ordered sets preserves products (the form the of reflection depends on the type of 
morphisms; rompare with [HS], p.180). 

6. Let SGrp denote the category of semigroups; if not stated otherwise we shall as!!Y11e that each 
semigroup has a unit and that homomorphisms of semigroups preserve the units. With TopSGrp 

(respectively, STopSGrp) we shall denote the category of all topological (respectively, semi
topological) semigroups; recall, that in a topological semigroup S the semigroup operation S X S ~s 
is simultaneously continuous, whereas in a semitopological semigroup it is only separately continuous. 
Apart from Holm's paper mentioned above the following papers deal with preservation of products 
by reflections of these categories into their full subcategories of compact objects (in obvious notation, 
CompSTopSGrp, CompTopSGrp and CompTopGrp are reflective subcategories of STopSGrp; the 
reflections of an object X in these categories are often denoted as xwAP (weakly almost periodic 
compactification), XAP (almost periodic compactification) and XSAP (strongly almost periodic 
compactification)): generalizing work of [LG] and [BM],[Ju2 ] shows that the functor (-)AP preserves 
arbitrary products, and in [BM],[Jui] it is shown that (·)WAP doesn't preserve finite products. 

7. S. Dierolf proved in [D] that every bireflection (i.e. the unit consists of bimorphisms) in the 
category TopVS of topological vector spaces preserves products. This was generalized in [Sy] for 
endofunctors F of productive subcategories :JC of TopVS for which there exists a certain natural bi
transformation 11: l:ic~F. Our results in Section 2 below are even more general. 

8. Let G be a topological group and let :JC be the category TopG of all topological transformation 
groups with acting group G and continuous equivariant mappings (see e.g. [Vi]). Let for an object X 
of Top G,'l'/x=X~FXbe the reflection of Xinto the subcategory of compact objects in TopG. Similar as 
in Example 1, if G is locally compact and locally connected, then µ:F(IIXi)~IIFXj is an isomorphism 
iff IIXi is pseudocompact (apart from trivial cases); see [V2 ],[V3]. 

We shall present our results for the situation described in the beginning of this introduction in two 
parts: Section 2 deals with finite products and Section 3 with infinite products. Although in both 
cases the approach has a common idea, in details different procedures must be used. Also, for infinite 
products the results are less general. 

2. FINITE PRODUCTS 

The main results of this section are stated for algebraic structures (with or without an additional topo
logical structure). In most cases a functor close to a reflector preserves finite products. For non
algebraic structures the method gives a weaker version of preservation (e.g. µ a bijection but not 
necessarily an isomorphism), which is nevertheless useful. 

As observed already in the Introduction, sometimes the preservation of (finite) products by 
reflections follows from general results. For example, let :JC be a category where finite products and 
coproducts exist and coincide (a so-called semi-additive category; see [HS], Section 40;) and let 
F:~% be a reflector into a full subcategory% of :JC. Then F preserves coproducts, hence all finite 
products (in % , products and coproducts coincide as well). Examples of semi-additive categories are 
Ab, Rng, R-Mod (R any ring), their topological versions 
TopAb, TopRng, TopVS and their full subcategories (similarly, their continuity versions). Also the 

full subcategories of al commutative objects in SGrp and TopSGrp (not of STopSGrp) are semi
additive (together with Theorem 4 in Section 3 below this accounts e.g. for the preservation result in 
[LG]). We shall consider a slightly more general situation: an endofunctor of a semi-additive category 
which is close to a full reflector. Although in Theorem I below we shall use that finite products and 
coproducts have identical objects, it will nevertheless be convenient to recall the following characteri
zation: a category :JC is semi-additive iff it has finite products, it is "pointed" (i.e., :J((X, Y) contains a 
unique zero morphism ex, y for any two objects X and Y in ::I{) and it has a "categorical" binary 
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operation <[>. This last condition means the following : if the diagonal product operation is denoted by 
A, then <f>:l'.JCAI'.JC~l'.JC is a natural transformation such that for each object X in :JC the following 
diagrams corrunute: 

</> X Ix ------X X X X X ----• X X X 

1~ lxX~l l~ 
XXX------ x 

Here ex: =ex,x. the zero morphism of X. (That this characterization is equivalent with the definition 
of semi-additive category as given in [HS] follows easily from the observation that if :JC is semi
additive, then one can take for <f>x the codiagonal map; conversely, if :JC satisfies the above conditions, 
then "addition" of morphismsf,g:X~Y can be defined by f+g:=<f>0 (/Xg)0 8x where 8x in the diag
onal map.) In the characterization above, the condition that <f> is a natural transformation expresses 
two properties, namely that each <f>x is a morphism in :JC and that all morphism of :JC are homomor
phisms with respect to <f>. 

In the following theorem, F(X) will denote the full subcategory of :JC generated by the F-images of 
objects of% 

THEOREM I. Let :JC be a semi-additive category and let F:~X be a covariant functor. If there is a 
natural transformation 11: 1'.JC~F which is epi with respect to F(X), then F preserves all finite products. 
PROOF. First observe that the functor F preserves zero-morphisms: the diagrams (for any pair X, Y of 
objects in :JC) 

ex,Y x ~------__,. y 

FX~------~ FY 

commute for both F(ex,Y) and eFX,FY (the latter, because compositions with zero-morphisms are again 
zero-morphisms). So the epi-property of T/ implies that F(ex,y)=eFX,FY· 

Define P:FXXFY ~F(XX Y) as the unique morphism in :JC such that 

P0 (lFXAeFX,FY) = F(lxAex,y),P0 (eFY,FXAlpy) = F(ey,xAly), 

X and Y two given objects in :JC (here we use that FXXFY is the coproduct of FX and FY with 
canonical morphisms IFXAeFX,FY and eFY,FXAlpy). To show that µ is an isomorphism in :JC it is 
sufficient to prove that µ0 P= lpxxFY and P0 µ= IF(Xx Y)· Then induction on the number of factors of a 
products completes the proof. 

The equality µ0 P= lFXxFY is equivalent to four other equalities, namely, 

prpx0 µ0 P0 (lpxAeFX,FY) = prpx0 0FxAeFx,FY) · 

prpx0 µ0 P0 (eFY,FxAlpy) = prpx0 (eFY,FxAlpy) · 

and the two equalities obtained from these by replacing prFX with prpy. The proof that these 
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equalities hold follows easily from the commutative inner and outer triangles of the following 
diagram: 

.,, 

F(XXY) 

Thus, 

(prpx0 P,)0 (P0 (1FXAeFX,FY)) = F(prx)°F(lxAex,Y) = F(lx) = 

= lpx = prpxo(lpxAeFX,FY)' 

(prFX0 µ)0 (P0 (eFY,FxAlpy)) = F(prx)°F(ey,xAly) = F(ey,x) 

= eFY,FX = prpx0 (eFY,FxAlpy)' 

and similarly for the equalities with prpy instead of prFx· 
In order to prove the equality -,,oµ=lF(XXY) it is sufficient to show that P0 P.°'1Jxxy=T/xxy, because 

of the assumption on T/· Note, that P.°'IJxxy=T/xXT/y, so we must show that P0 T/xXT/y=T/xxy, which 
is equivalent with the following two equalities: 

P0 (T/xXT/y)0 (1xAex,Y) = T/xxy0 (lxAex,Y) 

v0 (T/xXT/y)0 (ey,xAly) = T/xxy0 (ey,xA1y). 

That these equalities hold follows without difficulties from the commutative triangles above, together 
with the following diagram: 

xx y _____ .,.,_x_x_.,.,_Y ___ ...,. FXXFY 

~/ 
lxAex,Y F(XXY) 

x ~FX 
T/x 

D 

REMARKS. 1. In the proof that µ0 v= lpxxFY the existence of T/ (and its epi-property) was only used in 
order to show that F preserves zero-morphisms. Consequently: 

If F is a covariant endofunctor of a semi-additive category preserving zero-morphisms, then the canoni
cal morphism µ:F(IIXj)~ITFXj for finite products is a retraction. 
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The condition that F preserves zero-morphisms cannot be left out: if :IC = Ab, 
FX:=ZXX,Ff= lz Xf, then µ:ZXXXY-~zxxxzx Y is given by µ(n,x,y)=(n,x,n,y)(X and Y 
objects in Ah, n EZ,x EX,y E Y), hence µ is not surjective. Note, that in general, if F preserves all 
finite products (as in the situation of the theorem) then in particular F preserves void products, that 
is, F preserves the zero object. ,-----

2. In the theorem, the epi-property for 71 cannot be replaced by the condition that F preserves the 
zero object (zero-morphisms): if :IC= Ab, FX the free abelian group over IX\ {O}I, then F preserves 
the zero object, but µ is not injective in general (but, by Remark I above, µ is a retraction). It is, in 
fact, easy to show that "free algebraic structure'' functors do not preserve products. 

3. The conditions characterizing semi-additive categories as given just before Theorem 1 (existence 
and properties of cf> and e; note, that e:X-:;.ex is a natural transformation from Ix to Ix) cannot be 
weakened to the assumption that e: Ix-:;. Ix is just some natural transformation. For instance, the 
category of left zero semigroups (i.e., with multiplication xy: =x in each of its objects) satisfies these 
weakened conditions: for any set X, put ex:= Ix,cf>x:(x,y)i-+x:XXX-:;.X; then cf> and e satisfy the con
ditions as expressed in the commutative diagrams just before Theorem L If X is a topological space, 
then ex and cf>x are continuous. Stated otherwise, also the category of topological left zero semigroups 
satisfies the weakened conditions. Now let for each topological left zero semigroup X, 1/x:X-:;.FX 
denote its Cech-Stone compactification (endowed with its left zero semigroup structure). Usually, 
µ:F(XX Y)-:;.FXXFYis not injective for Tychonov spaces X and Y. 

4. The proof of Theorem 1 is of local character: it uses only X, Y,XX Y and the images of these 
objects under F, together with certain morphisms between these objects. It is easy to reformulate 
Theorem 1 so as to apply to a fixed finite product. 

5. In the proof of Theorem 1 {for the case of a products XX Y of two factors) we needed only that 
ex is a right unit of X and that ey is a left unit of Y. Remark 3 above shows, that the existence of 
units of some kind is necessary (see also [Mi],[BM]). 

For non-commutative algebraic structures (e.g. for Grp) the binary operation XXX-:;.X and, conse
quently, the canonical mapping XX Y-:;.X + Y are not morphisms in the category under consideration, 
but in some auxiliary "underlying" category (e.g. Set). We shall modify Theorem 1 to such a situa
tion. First a definition: 

DEFINITION. A category :JC is said to be semi-additive over a category 'X whenever it satisfies the follow
ing conditions: 

1. :IC has finite products; 
2. :IC has zero-morphisms (for objects X and Y,ex. y will denote the zero-morphism from X to Y, and 

ex:=ex,x); 
3. There is a faithful functor 1-1 :~'X which preserves all finite products and reflects all isomor

phisms; 
4. There is a natural transformation cf>:llxdlxl-:;.l l:JCI such that 

cpo(Jlxldlel) = c/>0 (jeldl lxi) = J l:JCJ and c/>0 lc/>X lxl = c/>0 (1 lxl Xcf>) 
(compare with the diagrams just before Theorem 1). 

Note, that we do not use a characterization in terms of sums (e.g. existence of IX+ YI and requir
ing ~IXI X I YI, IX+ YI) to have certain properties). 

The categories Grp, SGrp and their full subcategories are semi-additive over Set; TopGrp, TopSGrp 
are semi-additive over Top. Similarly, the categories of uniform groups or convergence groups are 
semi-additive over the category of uniform spaces or convergence spaces, respectively. The categories 
of semi-topological structures (i.e. cf>x:XxX-:;.X is separately continuous; e.g. STopGrp, STopSGrp, 
etc.) are not semi-additive over some category: they are not so over Top (because cf>x is not continu
ous) and they are not so over any other category (Set, for example) because then 1-1 doesn't reflect 
isomorphisms ( of course, we could leave this condition out of the definition, but then we would have 
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to include it in Theorem 2 below). 

THEOREM 2. Let the category% be semi-additive over the category~ and let F:~% be a covariant 
functor. If there is a natural transformation 11:lx~F such that, for each object X of%l11xl is an epimor-
phism with respect to IF(X)j, then F preserves finite products. ~ 

PROOF. Since 1-1 is faithful, one can show in the same way as in Theorem 1 that F(ex,y)=eFX,FY 
for all objects X, Yin 5C. In order to show that µ:F(XX Y)~FXXFY is an isomorphism in% it is 
sufficient to show that IP.I is an isomorphism in ~ We shall show that its inverse in <X, is the morphism 

v: = 'i>JF(XXY)l 0 l{F(lxdex,Y)0prpx}Ll{F(ey,xdly)0prFY}I 

(X, Y objects in %). For convenience, we shall omit in the remainder of the proof all occurrences of 
the functor 1-1, understanding the intention to consider all morphisms as belonging to the category 
~ 

To prove µ0 v= lpxxFY is equivalent with showing that prFX0 µov=prFX and prFY0 µ0 v=prFY. We shall 
prove the first of these equalities: 

(I) 

prpxoµov=tfJFxo[F(prx) X F(prx)]o{[F(lxdex, y )0prFX].6.[F(ey,xdl y )0prpy]} 

= 4'Fx0 {[F(prx)°F(lxdex, y )0prFX]i!l[F(prx)°F(ey,xdl y )0prpy]} 
(2) 

=tfJpx0 {prpxdeFXXFY,FX} 

= 4'Fx0 (prFX XprFX )0
{ lFXxFYdepxxFY} 

(3) (4) 

=prpx0 tPFXXFY0 0FXXFYdepxxFy)=prpx. 

Here equality (I) is based on the fact that F(prx)0 4'F(XxY)=4'FX0 (F(prx)XF(prx)) which follows from 
q, being a natural transformation; note also that prFX0 µ=F(prx). Equality (3) follows similarly from q, 
being a natural transformation. In (2) it is used that F(prx0 (lxi!lex,Y))= F(lx)= lFX and 
F(prx0 (ey,xdly))= F(ey,x)=eFY,FX· Finally, (4) uses one of the axioms of q,. 

Next we show that v0 µ=IF(XXY) or equivalently (by the assumption on 11),P0 JL°'11xxy= 'llxxY· Since 
P.°'11xxy=11xX'11y we must prove va(11xX11y) = 'llxxy; as follows: 

(5) 

Po('llx X '11Y )=4'F(XX n°{[F(lxdex, y )°'11x0prx].6.[F(ey,xdl y )°'11y0pry]} 

= tPF(XX n°{['11xx y0 (lxdex,Y )0prx]Ll[11xx y0 (ey,xdl y)0pry]} 

= tPF(XX Y) 0 ('11xxyX'l1xxy)0 {(lxXey)d(exX ly)} 
(6) 

= '11xxY0 4'xxy0 {(lxXey)d(exXly)} = 'llxxY. 

Here properties of q, and 11 as natural transformations are used. Also, (5) requires the definition of P 

and the equality prFX0 (11xX11y)=11x0prx (similarly for prpy), and (6) follows from the equality 

4'xxy0 {(lxXey)d(exX ly)} = lxxY, 

which can be proved by composing both sides with prx and pry: 

prx0 4'xxy0 {(lxXey)d(exX ly)} = 
= 4'x0 (prxXprx)0 {(lxXey)d(exX ly)} 

= 4'x0 {(prx0 0xXey)]i!lfprx0 (exX ly)]} 

= 4'x0 {(lx<>prx)d(ex0prx)} 
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= c/Jxo(lxaex)oprx = prx ' 

and similarly for the composition with pry. D 

REMARKS. The epi-property of T/ (cf. Theorem 1) is now needed in the category <X. If X is the 
category Set, then this requirement for T/ means that it is a surtransformation (all1Jx's are surjec
tions); we need this even if we consider the epi-property of T/ in~ only with respect to the morphisms 
of :JC (i.e. morphisms in ~ which are homomorphisms in :J{). This implies that for discrete algebraic 
structures Theorem 2 gives no better results than Theorem 3 below. But in categories of algebraic 
structures endowed with a continuity, like topological semigroups, convergence groups, etc., with the 
underlying category ~equal to Top, Conv, Unif, etc., there are many examples of functors F (even 
reflectors) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2 with T/ not a surtransformation. For concrete exam
ples, see after Theorem 3. 

Most of the remarks following Theorem I can be repeated here (but concerning Remark I, one has 
only that IP.I is a retraction in 'X). Note, that the reflection of isomorphisms is only needed with 
respect to jF(:JQI (in particular: IP.I an isomorphism in ~must imply µ an isomorphism in :J{); so if 
one considers a specific example, then this condition concerning 1-1 can be relaxed slightly. As to the 
conditions for cp, it is essential in the proof that for each object X in :X,q,

1
x

1 
is a morphism in <X. If 

this holds only for objects in F(:J{), then the first part of the proof is still valid, so IP.I is a retraction in 
<X. Also, most of the second part is valid, but the proof of equality (6) falls through. In concrete 
categories this equality can be proved, however, by applying the forgetful functor~ Set (provided 
it preserves finite products). For example, if :JC: =STopSGrp (not semi-additive over Top, nor over 
Set) and~= Top (note, that the forgetful functor l-1:9h>~ reflects isomorphisms), then any functor 
F admitting a natural transformation ri: lx--7F satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2 and which has 
F(:J{) C TopSGrp preserves finite products. See also Example 4 below. 

The most general situation (and weakest result) is the following theorem. We shall say that a functor 
1-1 :%-,-.~ lifts constants whenever for all objects X, Y in :JC the image of the set :J[(X, Y) under 1-1 
contains all constant morphisms of 'X(IXl,I YI). 

THEOREM 3. Let :JC be a category having finite products~ let ~ denote either the category Set or the 
category SGrp, and let 1-1 :%-,-.~ be a faithful functor. preserving finite products and lifting constants. If 
F:9h>:K is a covariant functor and 11: lx--7F is a natural transformation then IP.I is injective on the image 
of lrirrx, I for each finite family { X;} of objects in :JC 

PRooF. It is sufficient to prove the assertion for products of two factors X and Y. In view of formula 
(I) in the Introduction the following must be shown: if (x,y),(x',y')EIXIXIYI and lrixXriyl(x,y) = 
lriyXT/yl(x',y'), then lrixxyJ(x,y)=lrixxyl(x',y'). First, suppose that~= Set. Then for every bEIYI 
we have the following commutative diagram in ~ (here cb denotes the lifted constant morphism X --7 Y 
that has the value b in I YI: 

XXY 

x 

___ ri_x_x_Y ___ F(XX Y) 

T/x 

l F(lx~c,) 
FX 



Together with the equality l11xl(x) = l11xl(x') this implies 

l11xx yl(x,b) = 1/xx y(x',b) . 

Similarly, the assumption l11Yl(Y) = l11yl(Y') implies for every a E IXI: 

l11xx yl(a,y) = l11xx Yl(a,y') · 

Substituting b: = y in (2) and a: = x' in (3) one gets the desired result. 
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(2) 

(3) 

In the case that <?X, = SGrp one obtains in a similar way the equalities (2) and (3), but now with 
a:=ex,b:=ey, i.e., only for the unit elements. But as 

(x,y) = (x,ey).(ex,y), (x',y') = (x',ey).(ex,y') 

and l11xx YI preserves the multiplication in the semigroups, it follows easily that 
l11xxYl(x,y)=i11xxYl(x',y'), as desired. D 

REMARK. As in the proof of Theorem 1, in the above proof for a product of two factors X and Y 
only the existence of a right unit in X and a left unit in Y is needed. 

For the following corollaries, recall that if 1-1 :::J{rl<?X, is a faithful functor, then a morphism f :X ~ Y 
in :JC is said to be a quotient (w.r.t. I - I : ::J{rl'?X,) if lf1is an epimorphism in <?X, and if, in addition, 
g 0 lf1El:J((X,Z)I for some morphism gin <?X, and object Zin :Jc, implies gEl:K{Y,Z)I. In our case, where 
X is either Set or SGrp, quotients are always surjective (or rather, their "underlying" mappings in <?X, 
are surjective; but we prefer to use adjectives like surjective, injective, etc. also for morphisms in :JC). 

COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, if 1/ is a surtransformation, then µ, is bijective for 
finite products. If, moreover, the faithful functor 1-l:::J{rl<?X, reflects isomorphisms of !F(:JC>I, then F 
preserves all finite products. D 

COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, if both 1/x and 1/Y are quotient and also 1/x X 1/Y is 
quotient, then µ,:F(XX Y)~FXXFY is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. If 1/x and 1/Y are surjective then µ, is a surjection (use formula (1)), hence a bijection. If 
11xX1/y is quotient, then (1) implies thatµ, is quotient. Now observe, that every bijective quotient is an 
isomorphism. D 

ExAMPLES. 1. For purely algebraic categories like Grp, Ab, R-Mod, SGrp, BoolAlg, Rng, and their 
full subcategories, Theorem 3 implies that each endofunctor F which admits a surtransformation (in 
particular: each sur-reflection) preserves finite products. As observed earlier, in this situation one can
not obtain stronger results via Theorems 1 and 2. 

2. For categories of purely continuity structures like Top, Conv, Unif, and their full subcategories 
the forgetful functor into Set almost never reflects isomorphisms. In these cases Theorem 3 gives only 
that if there is a surtransformation 71: l:JC~F then µ,:F(IIX;)~IIFX; in a bijection for finite products, 
that is, F(IIX;) may be regarded as IIFX; but endowed with a finer structure. This is the case for the 
regular and completely regular modification functors in Top and the precompact modification functor 
in Unif (cf. also Example 4 in the Introduction). The T0-modification in Top is a quotient reflection 
(i.e. each 1/x is quotient: it is even an open mapping) and Corollary 2 shows that it preserves all finite 
products. The T 1 - and T 2- modifications are also quotient, but since in general 11x X 1/Y needs not be 
quotient, Corollary 2 cannot be applied, and actually, the T 1- and T2- modifications do not preserve 
all finite products (consider 1 X71:Q XX~Q X Y, where X=wX(w+ I) with the topology in which all 
points of wXw are discrete, while points of the form (n,w)EwX(w+ I) have a nbd base consisting of 
sets of the form { (i, w )ii ::;;;.n}; the space Y is the quotient of X obtained by identification of the subset 
{(n,w)i»Ew} to one point; the quotient map 71:X~Y is the T 2 - (hence T 1)-modification of X). 
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Nevertheless, Corollary 2 can be applied in some cases, e.g. the T 1 -modification of symmetric spaces 
(i.e., spaces in which xE{Y} impliesyE{x}, or the T2 - modification of completely regular (not neces
sarily Ti-) spaces preserve finite products (which is also easy to prove directly). There are categories 
of continuous structures where quotients are productive: Unif, Prox (cf. [HR]), and t~tegories of 
merotopic spaces or of convergence spaces (not in Near, [R ]). In such categories, all quotient 
reflections preserve finite and (by Corollary 2 of Theorem 4 below) infinite products. 

3. An exception of the general statement with which 2 above begins is the category Comp of com
pact Hausdorff spaces: here the forgetful functor to Set reflects isomorphisms (also, surjective mor
phisms are quotients and quotients are productive). So if F: Top~ Top is a covariant functor with F 
(Top) c; Comp and 11:l~F is a surtransformation, then F preserves all finite (and, by Theorem 4 
below) all infinite products. In particular, every epireflector F: Comp ~ Comp preserves products. 
Example 3 from the Introduction shows that one cannot remove the epi-condition. Similar remarks 
can be made for the category Ban 1 of all Banach spaces and bounded linear transformations: by the 
Open Mapping Theorem, bijective morphisms are isomorphisms. Thus, for example, every 
epireflection F: Ban1 ~ Ban1 preserves all products. Also, in the category of standard Borel spaces 
and Borel mappings, every bijective morphism is an isomorphism (see [Ma] for references); we leave 
the conclusions to the reader. 

4. Applications of Theorems 1 and 2 are mainly in categories of structures that are both of alge
braic and of continuous character. Thus, if%:= STopSGrp and 11x:X~FX denotes the reflection of 
an object X from STopSGrp into CompTopSGrp or into CompTopGrp (the almost periodic, respec
tively strongly almost periodic compactification of X), then F preserves all finite products (for infinite 
products, see Theorem 5 below). For comments and references, see Example 6 in the Introduction. 
Here we stress the fact that our proof uses only the categorical properties of these compactifications 
(the proof is "intrinsic") and make no use of (weakly) almost periodic functions. More generally, 
every surreflection from STopSGrp into TopSGrp preserves finite products, and every dense-reflection 
(i.e. each 11x=X~FX has a dense range) from STopSGrp into TopSGrp Haus preserves finite products 
( cf. the Remark following Theorem 2). A completely different application is the one, mentioned in 
Example 7 of the Introduction: by Theorem 2, every covariant functor F: TopVS ~ TopVS (or 
~% where % is a productive full subcategory of TopVS) with values in the full subcategory of 
Hausdorff spaces and for which there is a dense-transformation 11: lx~F preserves finite products. 
See also the Remark after Theorem 4 below. 

5. The condition that I-I lifts constants cannot be omitted from Theorem 3. Let % be the category 
Top G (cf. Example 8 in the Introduction). For each object <X,7T> in Top G (i.e. 7T is the action of 
G on X) let XIC'IT be the orbit space of <X,7T> and T the trivial action of G on X/C'IT. Then the 
quotient mapping 11x:<X,7T>~<X!C'IT,T> is a morphism in Top G and it is a quotient (in fact, 
11x=X~x1c'IT is an open mapping). Although 1/ is a surtransformation, µ is not injective in general: 
take X= Y=G with 7r(t,k): =tx for t,xEG. Then XIC'IT is a singleton, hence (XIC'IT)X(Y/C'IT) is a 
singleton. On the other hand, the orbit space of XX Y is (the underlying topological space of) G. 

6. It is known that the category of complete convergence groups is a full reflective subcategory of 
the category of all convergence groups (see e.g. [N], also for earlier references to convergence groups 
and their completions, and [K] for later results). The natural map from a convergence group to its 
universal completion needs not be injective, and completions need not be unique. It follows from 
Theorem 2 that the reflector from the category of convergence groups into the category of complete 
convergence groups commutes with finite products. (This result was known to R. Frie and V. 
Koutnik, but not published). 

7. By the facts, mentioned in Example 3 above, if a functor F into a category of compact structures 
preserves a product IIX; andG is an epireflection into a smaller category of compact structures, then 
G°F preserves that product as well. For instance, if G1 is an epireflection from Top3+ into a sub-

category of Comp and IIX; is pseudocompact, then G 1(IIX;)=ITG 1X;, because G1 factorizes as 
G 1 =G°F with F the Cech-Stone reflector. It is interesting to compare this result with [CH] where in 
some sense a converse is obtained: if G: ToP2~& and F: ToPi~<IB are epireflections, &c;<IB c;Reg<'.P, 
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then for all objects X, Yin Reg&, the equality G(XX Y)= GXX GY implies F(XX Y)=FXXFY. 

3. INFINITE PRODUCTS 
Easy examples show that in categories of discrete algebraic structures reflections dO not preserve 
infinite products even if they preserve finite ones (according to Example 1 in Section 2). For example, 

take%:= Grp and for 11x:X~FX the quotient map of the group X onto X!X0 , where X 0 is the tor

sion subgroup of X. Then for Zn, the cyclic group of n elements, FZn = {O}, hence IT~= 1 F'll..n = {O}, 

but II~=iZn is not a torsion group, hence F(Il~=l.ln):f:{O}. A similar example can be given for the 
reflection F: Grp ~ Ab. 

In algebraic structures, the finite products are directly determined by their factors (e.g. in SGrp, 
(x,y)=(x,ey)·(ex,y) for (x,y)EXX Y): to determine infinite products by finite ones, one needs some 
kind of convergence. This is done in the following theorem, which is the infinite counterpart of 
Theorem 3: 

THEOREM 4. Let % be a category which admits a faithful functor 1-1 ::J{rl Top and assume that 1-1 
preserves products. Moreover, let F::J{rl% be a covariant functor and 11: lx~F a natural transformation. 

If lµI is injective on the image of l11rrx, I for all finite products, then lµI is injective on the image of l11rrx, I 

for all infinite products with !F(IIX;)I a Hausdorff space. 
PROOF. Suppose that K is an infinite ordinal number, that {Xa}aelC is a family of objects of% for 

which both IIX" and ITFXa exist, and that !F(IIXa)l is a Hausdorff space. Take x,yEIIIXal such 

that IIl11al(x)=III11al(Y); as in the proof of Theorem 3 we have to show that l111(x)=l11l(Y) (for simpli
city we write 1la instead of 11x. and 11 instead of 11rrx.). For fJ~ic denote by zp the point of IIIXal such 

that 

{

pr ,.y for a<fJ 
rz -P" fJ - prax for a;;?:!;{J 

(here pra is the projection of IIIXal onto IXaD· Observe, that zo=x and z"=y. We shall prove by 
transfinite induction that l11l(zp)=l11l(z0)=111l(x) for all fJ~ic. Obviously, this is true for {J=O. Suppose 
our claim is true for all fJ<y, where O<y~ic. If y is isolated (i.e. y-1 exists) then, taking into 

account that the two-factor product Xy-I X( II ~") is preserved by F, one easily sees that the 
a;Fy-1 

equality of the images of the points z y- I and z y under l11x
1
_, X 11..J,I_,x. I implies the equality of their 

images under 1111. Thus, one has l111(zy_ 1)=111l(zy)· Together with the induction hypothesis it follows 

that l11l(zy)=l11l(x). If y is a limit then zy=limzp hence l11l(zy)=liml11l(zp); so by the induction 
{J<y {J<y 

hypothesis, l11l(zy)=l11l(x) (observe, that F(ITXa) has unique limits). This completes the proof, 
because for {J=ic the equality l11J(zp)=l11i(x) gives the desired result. D 

REMARKS. In the above proof, continuity of 1111 is needed, but only for special nets indexed over 
chains of length not larger than the cardinality of the index set of the product. Also, the functor 

1-1 ::J{rl Top needs not preserve products in the full sense of the word: it suffices that IIIX;! is a 
cartesian product endowed with a topology which is coarser than the product topology obtained when 
all factors are given the discrete topology (or even coarser than the chain-net coreflection of that pro
duct). So instead of Top one may take Conv, and in sequential structures countable product are 

preserved. This is formulated in the following Corollaries; here we mean by a continuity structure a 
structure where convergence of chains is defined such that constant nets have its value as limit and 
such that subnet of a net having a limit has the same limit. The morphisms are·.required to preserve 

the convergence. 

COROLLARY I. Let % be a category of continuous structures having a faithful functor into Set or SGrp 
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which preserves products and lifts constants. If F:~:JC is a covariant functor, has values in structures 
with unique limits and admits a surtransformation 71: l'.JC~F, then µ is bijective on all products. 

PRooF. Cotnbine Theorem 4 (together with the Remarks above) with Theorem 3 in order to see 
that µ is injective. Surjectivity follows easily from equation (1) in the Introduction. 0 ------

COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Corollary I for :JC and F, if 71 is a quotient-transformation then 
µ:F(IUj)~IIFX; is an isomorphism in %for a product ITX; in :JC iffIT11x, is quotient. 0 

REMARKS. We leave the formulation of similar Corollaries for sequential structures and countable 
products to the reader. Note, that in Corollary 1, if the faithful functor from :JC into Set or SGrp 
reflects isomorphisms in IF(:JC>I, then F preserves products (cf. one of the remarks following Theorem 
2). Also, observe that no compatibility of algebraic and continuity structures was required: we needed 
only continuity of 1711· 

The main application of Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 lies in balanced categories (i.e. bijective mor
phisms are isomorphisms), and most categories with an algebraic and a continuity structure are not 
balanced. Thus, in such categories, if Fis an endofunctor admitting a surtransformation 71:l~F and F 
has values in Hausdorff structures, then F(IIX;) and ITFX; have the same underlying set, but in gen
eral the continuity structure on the former in finer than that on the latter. In categories like Unif, 
Conv, STopGrp, TopGrp, TopVS, where quotients are productive, Corollary 2 can be used. For exam
ple, the reflector from STopGrp into TopGrp Haus preserves all products. Another example is a 
modification of the example at the beginning of this Section: in the category TopGrp denote for an 
object X the torsion subgroup by X,; then FX: =XI X1 defines a reflection of TopGrp into TopGrp 
Haus (in fact, the torsion free Hausdorff groups), and F preserves all products. A similar example is 
obtained if one replaces X; by Xc, the commutator subgroup of X (then one obtains the reflection into 
abelian Hausdorff groups). Notice, that Theorem 4 and Corollary 1 are also of interest in categories 
of compact structures and of Banach spaces ( cf. Example 3 in Section 2). 

One cannot hope to obtain more than the conclusion of Theorem 4, namely, that JµI is injective on 
the image of 1111- To this end, consider Example 3 of the Introduction. It is interesting (namely, in 
connection with the first case in Theorem 5 below) that this example can also be given within the 
category TopGrp Haus: by [vM] there exists a topological Hausdorff group S admitting no continuous 
endomorphisms but the obvious ones (the constant mapping with value the identity, and the identity 
mapping); with this object S, the procedure outlined in [HJ can be performed in TopGrp Haus· 

Our final result is formulated in a local form in order to keep the presentation as general as possible 
and at the same time understandable. 

THEOREM 5. Let 1-1:~ STopSGrp be a faithful functor which preserves products, lifts constants and 
reflects isomorphisms; moreover, let F:~:JC be a covariant functor and 71:1'.JC~F a natural transforma
tion. If { X; };EJ is a set of objects in :JC then in the following cases µ:F(ITX;)~ITFX; is an isomorphism: 

1. IF(ITX; )I is a H ausdor.ff topological semi group and l11rrx, I is surjective; 
2. IF(IIX;)J is a compact Hausdorff topological semigroup and J11rrx; I maps IIIX;J onto a dense subset of 

IF(IIX;)I. 

PROOF. We have to prove that lµI is an isomorphism in the category STopSGrp. First, we shall show 
that lµI is surjective. To this end, observe that for each j El the canonical projection p/ITX;~J0 is a 
retraction, the diagonal product qj:Xj~ITX; of lxj and the zero-morphism X;~II;hXi being a sec
tion (note, that :JC has zero-morphisms. obtained as liftings of the constant morphisms in STopSGrp 
that have unit elements as values). It follows that F(pj) is a retraction, so that IF(pj)I is surjective for 
eachjEJ. However, l11X1l 0 1Pjl= IF(pj)J 0 l11rrx,I, and this implies that l11X1I is surjective (has dense range, 
respectively) if l11rrx, I is surjective (has dense range, respectively). Now equation (1) in the Introduc
tion implies that in case I, lµI is surjective and that in case 2, lµJ has a dense range. But in case 2, 
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each JFXJI has a compact Hausdorff topology (being retract of JF(IIXi)I under IF(pj)I), so that IIIFXil 
has a Hausdorff topology, and therefore IP.I is a surjection in this case as well. 

Next, we show that llLI is injective. This will be sufficient for the second case, since we know already 
that llLI is a surjection of compact Hausdorff structures. To prove injectivity of llLI in case l, we need 
only refer to Corollary I of Theorem 4 (or rather, a version of this Corollary for the-given product 
IIX;, requiring only that each 111..\JI is surjective; cf. the proof of the Corollary). In case 2, proceed as 

follows. For any subset J of I, consider the following diagram in %: 

Here 1IJ:=11rr,x,,/LJ:= IL(X,liE.1}>1l:=11I>1L:=µI> the PJ and qJ are projections, and Ot.J is the diagonal 

product of lrr,x, with the zero-morphism IIJXr~II1vXi· Note, that for finite J the morphism llLJI is 

an isomorphism ( cf. Example 4 in Section 2), so that in order to prove injectivity of llLI it suffices to 
show that for x,yEJF(IIXi)l,x*y implies that there exists a finite subset J of I with 
JF(pJ )l(x)*JF(pJ )l(y). For the proof it will be convenient to introduce the following notation: 

l0t.J 0PJI = :wJ and PJ:=JF(wJ)I = JF0t.J°FPJI = JF0t.Jl 0 IFPJI. 

Consider any point x in IF(IIX;)I. We claim that the net {pJxlJ E[J]<"'} converges to x in 
JF(IIXi)I. Assume the contrary: there is an open nbd U of x such that the set §"= {JIJ E[J]<"', 
PJX '1. U} is cofinal in [!]<"'. By compactness, the set {pJxlJ E§} has an accumulation point p in 
IF(IIXi )I. Then p £1. U, so p has a nbd V such that x '1. V. Since p = pe( e the unit element in JF(IIX; )I) 
and the binary operation in the semigroup JF(IIXi)I is continuous, there are nbds V 1 of p and Ve of e 
such that V1.VekV. Continuity of 1111 implies that there is a nbd W of {ei}ie/ in III1.X;J such that 
l11l(W)k Ve. There is a finite subset J of I such that w1v(y)E W for ally EI11Xi: any finite subset of I 
determining a basic nbd of { ei}ie/ in II1Xi, included in W, suffices; also, J can be taken large enough 
to guarantee thatJE§"and PJXEV1

• Since PLv<l11Lv) =l11l0 w1v(y)El11l(W)kVe for allyEIIXi and 1111 
has a dense range, it follows that Piv(z)EVe for all zEJF(IIX;)I. Next, notice thaty=wJ(y).w1v(y) 
for ally EITX;, hence z =pJ(z).p1v(z) for all z in the (dense) range of 11· By a continuity argument, 
this equality holds for all z E JF(IIX; )I, which gives 

x = PJ(x).P1v(x)EV1.Vekv, 

contradicting the choice of V. This proves our claim. 
Clearly, this implies immediately that if x,yEIF(IIX;)I, and x*y, there is JE[J]<"' with 

pJ(x)*pJ(y), hence IFPJl(x)*IFPJl(y), as desired. This completes the proof that llLI is injective in case 
2. It remains to show that llLI is an isomorphism in case I. We know already that it is a continuous 
bimorphism. That llLI is a homeomorphism can be proved as follows. 

First, notice that in IIIXd for each pointy the net {wJ(y)IJE[J]<"'} converges toy. Since 1111 is a 
continuous surjection, it follows that in JF(IIXi)I for each point x the net {PJXIJ E[J]<"'} converges to 
x. Now consider a point x and an open nbd U of x in JF(IIXi)I, and let V and Ve be nbds of x and e, 
respectively, such that V. Ve k U. As in the proof above one shows that there is J E[J]<"' such that 
PJXEV and Piv(z)EVe for all zEIF(IIX;)I. Continuity of JFaJI implies the existence of a nbd W of 
IFPJl(x) in JF(IIJX;)I with JFaJl(W)k V. Since llLJI is a homeomorphism (Example 4 in Section 2), 
W1:=qi 1(11LJl(W)) is a nbd of Jµl(x) in II1JFXd. Now for every point YEl1Ll- 1(W1

) one has 
qJllLJ(y)EllLJl(W), that is, llLJl(JFPJl(y))EllLJl(W), hence IFPJl(y)EW and consequently 
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PJ{Y)EIFaJl(W)C V. As before,y =pJ(y).p1 v(y); since by the choice of J we have p1 v(y)EVe, it fol
lows that y E V. Ve C U. This shows that W 1 C lµI( U) and lµI is a homeomorphism. D 

REMARKS. In the last paragraph of the above proof it was observed that if l'IJrrx; I is ~jective, then 
{pJxlJE[J]<"'} converges toxin IF(IIX;)I. If IF(IIXi)I has Hausdorff topology, then this can be used 
to give another proof of Theorem 4. 

The above proof (also for case 2) can be so modified as to use only chains (then chain-compactness 
for chains of a certain length would be sufficient in case 2). 

Finally, as in previous results, the functor 1-1 needs only to reflect isomorphisms from IF<901, 
which is in both cases a subcategory of TopSGrpHaus· 

The most important applications of Theorem 5 are formulated in the following Corollaries: 

COROLLARY 1. The strongly almost periodic compactification STopSGrp ~ CompTopGrp and the 
almost periodic compactification STopSGrp ~ CompTopSGrp preserve all products. 

PROOF. Both functors are reflectors, satisfying the conditions of case 2 of Theorem 5. D 

COROLLARY 2. Every surrejlector of STopSGrp into a full subcategory of TopSGrpHaus preserves all pro
ducts. D 

REMARKS. 1. The conditions on T/ in Theorem 5 cannot be omitted. To this end, modify Example 3 of 
the Introduction to one in the category TopGrpHaus: let F be the reflector of this category into the 
subcategory {GKlic a cardinal}, where G is a strongly rigid topological Hausdorff group (cf. [vM]). 

2. Case 2 of Theorem 5 can also be adapted to the situation of a countable product of convergence 
groups and its reflection into the category of complete convergence groups. Indeed, by Example 6 of 
Section 2, finite products are preserved, and the proof that lµI is injective can be given in a similar 
way as above: the only modification is that one has to show that the net {pJxlJ E[J]<"'} has a conver
gent subnet not by using a compactness argument but by observing that, for a countable product, 
F(IIX;) is complete and {pJxlJ E[J]<w} is a Cauchy-sequence (which is easy to prove). Now also the 
last paragraph of the proof of Theore1.!!_ 5 can be modified so as to work in the present situation (one 
has to choose V and Ve such that V. Ve C U). Thus, completion of convergence groups preserves all 
countable products. 

3. In the category TopGrp, Corollary 2 above can be improved so as to hold for dense-reflections 
into TopGrp Haus· We shall indicate a proof of the following statement: if F: TopGrp ~ TopGrp Haus 
is a covariant functor and 'lj: l~F is a dense-transformation, then for all products µ:F(IIXi)~IIFX; is an 

.,,, 11" 

embedding. To prove this, notice that 'IJ can be factorized as l~F'~F' where 'IJ' is a surtransforma
tion and T/" is an embedding-transformation. By case 1 of Theorem 5, F' preserves all products. Thus, 
we need only to prove that our statement holds for the case that T/ is a dense-embedding transforma
tion. With notation as in the proof of Theorem 5, let xEF(IIX;),x=;i=e and µ(x)=e (all identities are 
denoted e). There are disjoint nbds Ux of x, Ue of e in F(IIX;) and a canonical nbd Ve in IIX; 
depending on some JE[J]<w such that 'IJ(Ve)CUe. Then 'IJ- 1(Ux)n Ve=</>, hence 
prJ'IJ- 1(Ux)nprJVe=<J>. But XE'IJ('IJ- 1(Ux)) because 'IJ has a dense range, hence 
e=F(prJ)(x)EF(prJ)'IJ('IJ-I Ux)= 'IJJ(prJ'IJ- 1(Ux)). As this set is disjoint fromprJVeC'IJJ is injective) this 
is a contradiction, soµ is injective. From this it follows from a straightforward argument (taking into 
account that IIFX; as a product of Hausdorff groups is a regular space into which F(IIX;) is continu
ously injected byµ in such a way that the dense subspace 'IJ(F(IIX;)) is topologically embedded) that 
µ is an embedding. 

The following example shows that in this result µ needs not be surjective: consider a sequence of 
topological groups { Gn }nEN such that the only continuous homomorphism from Gn to Gm for m=;i=n is 
the constant map with value the identity of Gm; note, that the only continuous endomorphisms of Gm 
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are the constant map and the identity mapping. Also, taking none of the Gn compa_s:t, the image Gn of 
Gn in G~AP is a proper subgroup of G~AP. Now let G:={xEIIG~API# {n!Prnx££Gn}<w}, and let F 
be the reflector of TopGrp into the epireflective hull in TopGrp Haus of {G}. Taking into account that 
G~AP ~G for each n and that Gn admids no other continuous homomorphism into G than the obvious 
one (coming from the canonical morphism Gn-?G~AP) it follows that FGn =G~AP foreach n. On the 
other hand, G=F(IIGn) which is a proper subset of IIFGn. 
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